[Poisson Noise Removal Using Patch-order Resampling PCA Algorithm].
The problem of Poisson denoising is common in various photon-limited imaging applications, especialy in low-light imaging, astronomy and nuclear medical applications. Due to the smal sample problem and the related insufficient self-similarity between patches of whole image, many denoising algorithms cannot obtain the favorable denoising performance. We propose patch-order resampling PCA algorithm for Poisson noise reduction. Firstly, we use the patch-ordered operations to sort the extracted image patches and exploit the bootstrap resampling method to resample the different blocks of spectral images to obtain more data matrix of image samples. Then, we select the patches with largest weights corresponding to the vectors of image samples data matrix as the most similar patches. Finaly, we use principal component analysis algorithm for processing the image to obtain the final denoised image. Experiments results show that the proposed method achieves excelent Poisson noise removal performance in the photon-limited images with smal sample problems.